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Preface
This special volume of Theoretical Computer Science is based on a selection of
papers presented at, or inspired by the two week MSJ regional Workshop on Theories
of Types and Proofs held in Tokyo (September 8–18, 1997) under the auspices of
the Mathematical Society of Japan. The MSJ-memoir vol. 2 of “Theories of Types and
Proofs” was published in 1998 (and the second printing in 1999) from the Mathematical
Society of Japan, which is composed of tutorial and expositionary articles of the same
topics for the beginners and students of this .eld, while the special volume of TCS is
composed of original research papers. Each paper has been sent to at least three expert
referees who were selected worldwide and only the papers with positive reports have
been accepted.
A short abstract of the accepted papers will follow.
Intersection Types for -Trees by Ste1en van Bakel, Franco Barbanera, Mariangiola
Dezani-Ciancaglini and Fer-Jan de Vries provides intersection type assignment system
fully describing the observational equivalences induced by trees obtained by evaluating
-terms (B8ohm trees, L:evy-Longo trees, ...).
Inductive Data Type Systems by Frederic Blanqui, Jean-Pierre Jouannaud and
Mitsuhiro Okada provides the computation model for the combined language of an
algebraic speci.cation language based on abstract data types and a strongly typed
functional language with strictly positive inductive types.
Strictness, Totality, and Non-standard Type Inference by Mario Coppo, Ferruccio
Damiani and Paola Giannini presents two non-standard type inference systems for con-
junctive strictness and totality analyses of higher-order type functional programs and
prove completeness results for both the strictness and the totality type entailment rela-
tions.
Two Applications of Analytic Functors by Ryu Hasegawa applies the theory of
analytic functors to two topics related to theoretical computer science: a mathematical
foundation of well-quasi-orders and a new veri.cation of the Lagrange–Good inversion
formula.
Towards the Animation of Proofs – testing proofs by examples by Susumu Hayashi,
Ryosuke Sumitomo and Ken-ichiro Shii introduces the notion of proof animation, which
is a new application of the principle of “Curry–Howard isomorphism” to formal proof
development, and discusses the possibility of “proof engineering” guided by the Curry–
Howard isomorphism.
Completeness of Intersection and Union Type Assignment Systems for call-by-value
-models by Hajime Ishihara and Toshihiko Kurata studies a version of intersection and
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union type assignment system, which is sound and complete under some abstract notion
of membership relation de.ned over simple semantics for call-by-value -models.
Strong Normalizability of the Non-deterministic Catch/Throw Calculi by Yukiyoshi
Kameyama and Masahiko Sato proves the strong normalizability of typed calculi which
formalize the catch/throw mechanism and which can represent various computational
meaning of classical proofs by means of non-deterministic reduction rules.
Innocent Game Models of Untyped -Calculus by Andrew D. Ker, Hanno Nickau
and C.-H. Luke Ong presents a new denotational model for the untyped -calculus,
using the techniques of game semantics, and shows that this model is sensible, order-
extensional and universal (i.e. every strategy is the denotation of some -term).
Proof by Computation in the Coq system by Martijn Oostdijk and Herman Geuvers
presents a method to automatically prove statements from primitive recursive arithmetic.
The method replaces logical formulas by boolean expressions. A correctness proof is
constructed, which states that the original formula is derivable, if and only if the
boolean expression equals true.
Least and Greatest Fixed-Points in Intuitionistic Natural Deduction by Tarmo
Uustalu and Varmo Vene is a comparative study of a number of (intensional-
semantically distinct) least and greatest .xed-point operators that standard intuition-
istic natural deduction proof systems can be extended with in a proof-theoretically
defendable way. The exposition is centered around a cube-shaped classi.cation.
Completeness of Type Assignment Systems with Intersection, Union, and Type
Quanti0ers by Hirofumi Yokouchi develops type assignment systems with intersection
and union types, and type quanti.ers and shows that the known system for these
types is not semantically complete. However, the known system with the axioms for
distributive laws is proved to be complete for standard models if we restrict statements
in a suitable way.
We would like to thank the authors for submitting the papers and the referees for
their insightful and constructive comments.
We are grateful to Maurice Nivat for entrusting this special volume to us.
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